TECHNICAL DETAILS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Tonfa TF-24/59 With Holder TF-01

1.

Length (end to end)

-

23 inches + 0.5inch

2.

Weight

-

508 grams + 15 gm

3.

General Description.
(a)
The straight handle of this tonfa is equipped with grooves for a better grip and there is a head on its end
to prevent it from being snatched out of hand.
(b)
The tonfa also has a small heart-shape protector for the knuckles against injuries during defence and it
simultaneously helps to distribute the power of the stroke to the whole area of the hand. This heart also stiffens
the tonfa at the most critical place, therefore, making it very strong.
(c)
The button-shaped end of the lateral handle ensures a firm grip and rotation of the tonfa, a point at the
end of the button makes it possible to use it as an effective hammer; for example, for smashing glass, etc.
(d)
The bottom part of the tonfa's body is flat so that the tonfa fits perfectly in hand (and does not slip out).
At the same time, when the stroke is directed against the forearm, its power is distributed over a larger surface.
(e)

4.
Grip.
health risks.
(a)

(b)

The material used is heavy-duty polypropylene
Rubber specially designed for a fast hold. The rubber is certified safe for contact with the skin without

Length.
(i)

Straight grip full length (Flat cut to top end protrusion).................................135 mm + 10mm.

(ii)

Straight grip only grooved part (inner cut groove to inner cut groove)...... 108.9 mm + 10mm.

(iii)

Side handle full length (Round cut to top end protusion)...............................122 mm + 10mm.

(iv)

Side handle only grooved part (inner cut groove to inner cut groove)...........70.5 mm + 10mm

Diameter.
(i)

Straight Grip (Outer groove) .............................................................................30mm + 5mm.

(ii)

Long part of Tonfa Change..………...........................................................29 to 30 mm + 5mm

(iii)

Side Handle Change (Outer groove)……………………………...............26 to 30 mm + 5mm.
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Tonfa TR-24/59 With Holder TR-02

1.

Length-

22.9 inches + 0.5inch

2.

Weight- 460 grams + 15gm.

3.

General Description.
(a)
The straight handle of this tonfa is equipped with grooves for a better grip and there is a head on its end
to prevent it from being snatched out of hand.
(b)
The button-shaped end of the lateral handle ensures a firm grip and rotation of the tonfa, a point at the
end of the button makes it possible to use it as an effective hammer; for example, for smashing glass, etc.
(c)
The bottom part of the tonfa's body is flat so that the tonfa fits perfectly in hand (and does not slip out).
At the same time, when the stroke is directed against the forearm, its power is distributed over a larger surface.

4.

(e)

The material used is heavy-duty polypropylene.

Grip.

Rubber specially designed for a fast hold.

(a)

Length.
(i)

Straight grip full length (Flat cut to top end protrusion)..................................134 mm + 10mm

(ii)

Straight grip only grooved part(inner cut groove to inner cut groove). ...... 108.8 mm + 10mm.

(iii)

Side handle full length (Round inner cut to top end protrusion)......................121 mm + 10mm.

(iv)
Side handle only grooved part (inner cut groove to inner cut groove)...........................70.3 mm
+ 10mm.
(b)

Diameter.
(i)

Straight Grip (Outer groove).................................................................................30mm + 5mm

(ii)

Long part of Tonfa Change........ …………………………….....................29 to 31 mm + 5mm

(iii)

Side Handle Change (Outer groove)…………………………………........26 to 30 mm + 5mm
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Classical Straight Police Baton PBS-34/86

1.

Length

34 inches+ 0.5 inch

2.

Weight (with cord)

604 grams+ 15 gm

3.

Baton diameter at its straight part

30.80 mm+ 5mm

4.

Handle Length (Shield upper slope to top end protrusion) 132 mm + 5mm

5.

Handle Diameter

26 to 31 mm + 5mm

6.

Shield Diameter

71.70 mm+ 6mm

7.

Material Used-High resistant polypropylene.

8.

Holder for PBS-25/63.

Unbreakable polyamide (nylon) holder with nylon textile strap.

